
Process Evolution
Enabling evidence based decisions

Fire & Rescue

Change, without stepping
into the unknown
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"The real value of Process
Evolution's work with us was
to show with total clarity
how we were using our
resources. Even more
importantly they helped us
understand how we could
use our assets more
effectively in the future to
save money, save time and,
vitally, to save lives.”
John Bonney, 
Chief Fire Officer,  
Hampshire Fire and Rescue Service

"The Metropolitan Police
accounts for 25% of the
policing resource for the UK.
The software and support
provided by Process
Evolution has enabled us to
provide, for the first time, a
validated analytical
demand profile of response
policing for London and to
design a set of shift patterns
which were adopted by
Assistant Commissioner
Territorial Policing as
options for choice for every
Borough within the MPS. The
ability to align our resources
to demand - and to
demonstrate the same - is
absolutely critical to us in
the current financial
climate. We are now using
the same methodologies and
software to align our other
public facing functions to
their demand."
Inspector Keith Young,
Developing Territorial 
Policing Programme, 
Metropolitan Police Service 

“Process Evolution provided
excellent value for money in
respect of consultancy and
the cost of software, and are
extremely professional and
experienced in their field.  I
would have no hesitation in
recommending them to other
users.”
Bill Brace, 
South Western Ambulance Service
NHS Trust

Process Evolution helps the emergency services to optimise resource allocation, 
streamline processes and improve performance.
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Leaders
in the field...
Established in 2004 by a team with many years of
experience in the emergency services, Process
Evolution now works with some of the largest fire
and rescue services in the UK. Other clients
include several of the UK’s fifteen ambulance
trusts and the majority of UK police forces, all of
which benefit from a Home Office purchased
national licence to use our software.

We reduce the risk and uncertainty in
implementing changes that deliver efficiency
savings, helping our clients to explore the
probable effects of a variety of scenarios – and
then to implement change with confidence and
broad support. 

Amongst UK fire services, all of our programmes
to date have resulted in:

• Cashable, net savings in the first year of
implementation

• Performance levels maintained or improved

• Staff health and morale maintained or
improved, evidenced by reduced absenteeism.

A leading consultancy in the field, ours is the only one to combine ‘What if?’ 
simulation modelling with shift pattern design. 

Process Evolution
Enabling evidence based decisions
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Context

Merseyside FRS began working with
Process Evolution in 2004. At that point, all
Merseyside stations were crewed by full
time firefighters providing 24 hour cover via
a four-on four-off shift system. 

At a time of reducing budgets it was evident
that this shift system was expensive and
disproportionate to the level of risk in many
areas of Merseyside.

Dominated by Liverpool and Birkenhead,
a high proportion of Merseyside borders

estuarine or coastal waters.Photo copyright Chris Phillips / Merseyside Fire & Rescue Service
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How we helped

Merseyside FRS worked in partnership with Process
Evolution to develop the Fire Incident Response Simulator.
Its purpose is to test and refine proposed changes to
deployment strategy prior to implementing those changes
for real. Process Evolution has provided a programme of
consulting support to Merseyside FRS since 2004.

Examples of changes that have been 
implemented as a result include:

● New staffing arrangements for Low Level of Activity and
Risk (LLAR) stations.

● A new approach to training that keeps firefighters with
their appliances and available for deployment.

● Use of a dynamic reserve (recall to duty system) at times
of low demand.

Benefits obtained

Performance at LLAR stations is excellent, with response
standards maintained and sickness rates below 1%. 
Overall the LLAR system saves £2.5m per annum with a
further £3m per annum savings realised through the
dynamic reserve and training changes.

Merseyside Fire
and Rescue Service

Case Study

“The Service in 2004 was very
different; we knew then that we
needed to make significant
changes. Process Evolution
provided us with the evidence
which gave us confidence in the
fact that we were making the right
decisions. They continue to support
our decision making through their
comprehensive and accurate work”.

Chief Fire Officer Tony McGuirk

Budget

£73 million

Area

252 sq miles
653 sq km

Homes

0.6 million

Population

1.4 million

All Staff

1400

Uniformed

900

Vehicles

275

Stations

26
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Context

Process Evolution had earlier used its Fire
Incident Response Simulator to help
Hampshire FRS to undertake a review of the
location and type of appliances it deployed.
This resulted in both net performance gains
and efficiency savings. 

In 2008 Hampshire FRS asked Process
Evolution to apply its evidence-based
approach to help with its Efficient and
Flexible Crewing Programme. This
programme was designed to generate
efficiency savings from front line resources by
increasing the flexibility of firefighters to
switch between different stations and
between front line work and running
community safety programmes.

Hampshire encompasses large rural areas, forest and national
parkland as well as major towns and cities such as Winchester,

Southampton and Portsmouth, linked by a busy motorway network.
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How we helped

Process Evolution developed and configured its Fire
Crewing Simulator to Hampshire FRS fire station locations.
Parameters such as the numbers of firefighters and
supervisors on each watch, abstraction rates and inter-
station travel times were entered.

Various personnel reserve and staffing bank concepts were
tested in order to assess the impact of reducing staff
numbers. This allowed Hampshire FRS to consider its
operational establishment as a whole and so reduce the
excess crewing previously built into the individual stations.

Benefits obtained

Hampshire FRS has realised an annual cashable efficiency
saving of £1.4m without compromising on performance or
service delivery.

Hampshire Fire
and Rescue Service

Case Study

“The evidence produced played a
key part in convincing senior officers
and staff that we could reduce staff
numbers without impacting on
performance or service standards”  

Station Manager Nick Derham

Budget

£69 million

Area

1455 sq
miles 

3768 sq km

Homes

0.5 million

Population

1.7 million

All Staff

1935

Uniformed

1565

Vehicles

288

Stations

51

We make life safer
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Context

In 2006 West Midlands FS implemented a
new shift pattern which subsequently
proved not to yield expected efficiency
savings and was unpopular with fire
fighters. It wanted to be sure that any
replacement would resolve these issues.

The West Midlands area is overwhelmingly urban,
encompassing the cities of Birmingham, Coventry and

Wolverhampton and three metropolitan boroughs.
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How we helped

Having heard of the benefits that Merseyside FRS had
accrued through working with Process Evolution, West
Midlands FS decided that we had the ability to give them a
solution that would work.

Process Evolution configured its Fire Incident Response
Simulator to West Midlands FS operations to test different
shift systems. A range of other local improvement
opportunities were also identified and alternative solutions
tested as part of a wide ranging review. West Midlands FS
has subsequently acquired Process Evolution’s toolkit and
continues to evaluate potential efficiency and improvement
scenarios.

Benefits obtained

The replacement shift pattern was successfully
implemented yielding the expected response performance,
releasing sixteen full time posts from the frontline. Overall
efficiencies achieved by the IRMP programme over a three
year period amounted to £6.8m.

West Midlands
Fire Service

Case Study

“One of the striking things about
Process Evolution’s work is the
clarity of their reporting. Their tools
are highly visual and graphs
showing exactly how the proposed
changes would impact the
organisation and its performance
helped to reassure stakeholders
that we had made the right
decision.”

IRMP Manager Rory Campbell

Budget

£119 million

Area

350 sq miles
906 sq km

Homes

1 million

Population

2.6 million

All Staff

2000

Uniformed

1596

Vehicles

92

Stations

39
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Our evidence based approach is designed to produce
practical and actionable recommendations for change
that deliver real performance and efficiency gains. 

Critically, it enables stakeholder engagement
throughout to ensure understanding of the need for
change and provide confidence in the outcome.

Underpinning our work is a suite of advanced analytical
tools developed specifically for the emergency
services. Those used in our Fire and Rescue Service
work are summarised opposite.

Evidence Based
Consulting Services
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Process Evolution
Enabling evidence based decisions

Incident Analyser

Incident Analyser is designed to make sense of
data held on operational systems such as CAD. 
By rapidly drilling down into such data, we can
provide intelligence to accurately identify
opportunities for improvement and efficiency
gains.

Fire Incident Response Simulator (FIRS)

FIRS accurately mimics the incident response
processes of fire and rescue services. It enables
scenario testing such as:

● Station closure, relocation or merger

● Appliance mix, location and fleet size

● Retained / whole time mix.

It can accurately predict the effect of such
changes on performance against response
standards locally and across a whole fire service.

Fire Crewing Model

The Fire Crewing Model is designed to test
alternative flexible crewing mechanisms to
manage fire fighter absence (i.e. leave, sickness,
training etc). The tool is able to evaluate a range of
‘leaner’ crewing solutions such as staff banks and
flexible reserve pools.

XIMES

XIMES takes as its input a desired hourly staffing
profile and enables shift patterns and rosters to be
designed that meet this profile whilst complying
with working time regulations and other ergonomic
criteria to balance business and staff needs.
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Process Evolution Limited
31 GreenBox Office Park
Westonhall Road
Stoke Prior
Bromsgrove
Worcestershire
B60 4AL
United Kingdom

Email
info@processevolution.co.uk

Telephone:
+44 (0)845 603 6568

Fax:
+44 (0)870 170 9887

www.processevolution.co.uk
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Photo copyright Tony Thomas / Merseyside Fire & Rescue service.
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